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ABSTRACT
"Technology and Society: A Futuristic Perspective" is

one of the "Preparing for Tomorrow's World" (PTW) program modules.
PTW is an interdisciplinary, future-oriented program incorporating
information from the sciences and social sciences and addressing
societal concerns which interface science/technology/society. The
program promotes responsible citizenry with increased abilities in
critical thinking, problem-solving, social/ethical reasoning, and
decision-making. In this module, students (grades 10-11) consider
ways in which technology has changed our lives and anticipate future
changes. Provided in the teaching guide are discussions of the
socio-scientific reasoning model (theoretical basis of PTW); module
overview (including purpose; strategies employed, focusing on the
dilemma/debate discussion technique; module structure/objectives; and
,its use in the school curriculum) and suggested time schedule. Also
provided are guieelines for conducting dilemma discussions (including
basic steps in the process), a chart indicating moral issues (as
defined by Kohlberg) presented in the dilemmas, and teaching
strategies for each of the three module parts: examination of
science/technology/society relationships, study of five technologies,
and simulation of a future'technology. A selected bibliography is
also included. The module may be used as a separate unit of study, as
a mini-course, or incorporated into existing social science, history,
language arts, general science, or chemistry courses. (0N)
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PREFACE
We live in an exciting. rapidly changing. and challenging world a world highly dependent upon science and technology. Our
world is changing so rapidly that we sometimes fail to recogni/e that much of w hat we today take tor granted as common.
everyday occurrences existtd only in the imaginations of people just a fev% short years ago. Advances in science and technology
have brought many dreams fruition. L ong before today's school children become senior citi7ens. much of today's "science
fiction" will. in fact. become ret ity Recall just a few accomplishments which not long ago were viewed as idle dreams:

New biomedical advance.s has made it pos.sible 10 replace defective hearts, kidneys and other organs.
The first air Ilight at Kitty Hatt k lasted only a lett' seconds. Non; a little over half a century later space ships travel

thowands of miles an hour to e.vploreant planets.

Nuclear le chnologro f interest a few shortyears ago because (Os destruct ive potennalcould provide humankindwith
almost limitle.ss Aupplies of energy for peace- need.s.

Computer technology has made it possible I solve in seconds problems which onlya decade ago itvuld require many
human lifetimes.

Science and technology have brought us 10 the brin of controlling weather, earthquakes and other natural phenomena.
Moreover, the changes which we have been experiencm and to which we Nice become accustomed aremccurring at an

increasingly rapid rate Changes. most futurists forecast, will continue and. in fact. (nen accelerate as we move into the 2Ist
Ce ntury and beyond But, as Barry Commoner has stated. "There is no such thing as a free lunch."Thesegreatadvances will not
be achieved without a high price. We are now beginning to experience the adverse effects of our great achievements:

The world:c natural re.sources are being rapidly depleted.

Our planet's water and air are no longer pure and clean.
'thousands of plant and anuil species are threatened with extinction.
Nearly half the world:s population suffers from malnutrition.

While science and technology have given us tremendous power, we are also confronted with an awesome responsibility: to use
the power and ability wisely, to make equitable decision tradeoffs, and to make valid and just choices when there is no absolutt
"right" alternative. Whether we have used our new powers wisely is highly questionable.

Today's youth will soon become society's decision-makers. Will they be capable of improving upon the decision-making of
the past? \Vill they possess the skills and abilities to make effective. equitable, long-range decisions to create a better world?
To the student:

This module has been prepared to help you the student and future decision maker--function more effectively in a rapidly
changing world. Other modules in the Preparing/or Tbmorrow's librld program focus on additional issues of current and
future importance.
To the teacher:
It is our belief that this module and indeed the entire Preparing for Tbmorrow's' World program will help you thg teacher
prepare the future decision-maker to deal effectively with issuesand challenges at the interfaces of science/ technology/society.
It is our belief that the contents and activities in this program will begin to prepare today's youth to hve life to the fullest, in
balance with Earth's resources and environmental limits, and to meet the challenges of tomorrow's world.

Louis A. I077i, Ed. D.
Cook College
Rutgers-The State University of New .lersey
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INTRODUCTION

In earlier times technology was greeted with awe and
admiration. Engineering feats such as skyscrapers,
bridges, tunnels, dams and so on stood as symbols of
human ingenuity and power. In more recent years, the
devastating capabilities of war armaments, the Three
Mile Island incident, the Love Canal evacuation, the
ban on cyclamates . . . have raised questions in the
minds of people regarding the applications of science
and technology. We are beginning to have misgivings
and suspicions about the direction that technology is
leading. The once held vision of science and technology
providing solutions to our ills, be they social, political
or economic, is being challen&ell. The more extreme
critics of science and technology even suggest that many
of our problems are the consecluences of technology,
and hence we would benefit by curbing the advance
of technology, if not reverting to simpler lifestyles
altogether.

But even if it were at all feasible, few of us would
relish the thought of turning back to a totally primitive
lifestyle. The very structure of our society is supported
by the products of science and technology, and Vi e, of
course, enjoy the comfort and conveniences of our
modern age.

Nonetheless, it is important to gain some perspeLtive
on the relationship among science, teLhnology and the
human experience, and perhaps even more so for our
students who will be living in a world where technologi-
cal innov ations are introduced at accelerated rates.
Given our encounters with negative consequences of
technology we must begin to pose questions such as:
How can we ensure our wise use of technology? How
can we guard against inhumane use of technology?
What new responsibilities are associated with new tech-
nological innovations? To what extent are we in control
of our technology? The issues raised by these questions
are complex and have no simple answers. Yet, these
questions confront us, and in the process of examining

2

these questions, our students may begin to gain a greater
appreciation of their critical role as future decision
makers who can influence technological innovation and
change.

In this module, Technology and Society, A Futuristic
Perspective, the concept of technology and change
serves as the central theme. Technology is thus viewed,
not as isolated feats, but in terms of how it has changed
the way we live our lives where we live, what we live
in, what we eat and drink, how we work and what we
must learn. From this perspective, the complexity of the
technological process takes on larger dimensions, and
students are introduced to the multiplicity of interac-
tions that exist in the network. In the examination of
technological change a variety of issues and problems
emerge, many of which have no clear cut answers. Stu-
dents, however, can begin to consider how technologies
impact on social, economic and political systems in
terms of advantages and disadvantages. As they exam-
ine such questions, it will become increasingly evident
that technological advances bring about increased com-
plexities that place new demands and responsibilities
upon the public. The intent of this module is thus to
impress upon students the importance of developing
more effective decision making skills and scientific and
social literacy. Provided in the materials are opportuni-
ties for students to share their ideas on a variety of ques-
tions regarding technological applications, examine the
implications of emerging and future technologies from
developments in biology to the physical sciences. More-
over, each topic can be examined from a personal, na-
tional, international and global perspective so that the
broader as well as future consequences and impacts are
considered.

Having gained a broader perspective of technology,
our students, when they assume their adult roles, may
be better able to make informed judgments on future
developments.

9



The Theoretical Basis of Preparing for Tomorrow's Workt

The Socio-Scientific Reasoning Model
As pointed out in the introduction to this guide. develop-
ments in seience and technology are not without soeietal
issui:s and pro bk ms New dev clopmcnt s and applications w ill
inev itably bring about new issues as well as increase their
complexity Unlike scientilie problems. socio-seientilic prob-
lems often have no "correct- answer because they involve
hunian chuices and decisions Sue h choices iind decisions at rc

value ladened The partieular decisions made today and
tomorrow ill _eter mine the eourse of the (more. tlenee.
are faced with the profound challenge to make just and wbc
decisions in order to ereatc a better future world lo help
preNre our studci:s to become more effeetive problem
solvers and d xision makers. edueation will need to focus on
the simultaneous development of the follow ing skills.

Ability to deal with problems containing multiple
interacting variables

Decision making that incorporates a wider social per-

sped e
Crit kit I th hIking iii the c a luat ion of e ()meg uences and

implications

Components of the
Socio-Scientific Reasoning Model

In response to the above eoncern and recognizing the impor-
tance of this mode of development. we dev eloped t he "socio-
scientific reasoning" model to serve as a framework in the
production of our curriculum materials. This model com-
bines our ow n philosophy. ideas and iesearch with the theo-
ries and philosophies of Piaget, Dewey. Kohlberg and Sel-
man Basic to t hese theories is the idea of education as helping

an indiv idual grow both ntellectually and morally Therefore,
this souo-seientific reasoning model approaches education
from a developmental Nrspeetive. This model incorporates
the ideas of stage development from the perspective of cogni-
tion. moral ethical rea, offing and social role taking The
basic tenets of these theories are briefly summarized below

Logical Reasoning

Jean Piaget. the noted Siss psychologist, has made impor-
tant contributhins in the area of cognitive development which
are pertinent to our effortsi 2. Piaget iews the (Ievelopment

of logical reasoning as progression through the series of
stepwise stages indicated in Table I 1,sensori-motor, preopera-
tional, concrete operational and formal operational). At each
successive stage the logical reasoning ability of individuals
takes on a broader perspectiv e and incorporates the ability to
deal with greater numbers of interacting variables of increas-
ing intellectual complexity, Each stage of thinking builds
upon the previous one, but takes on a new structural form.
Growth in cognition, it seems, can be facilitated and nurtured
through appropriate educational experiences.

I n explaining growt h hI logical reasoning capability. Piaget
refers to the processes of assimilation. accommodation, and
equilibration. Assimilation occurs when the child incor-
porates new ideas and situations into his or her existing
thought structures. On the other hand, the child also encoun-

1

ters objects and events that do not fit into his or her existing
thought struet ures. I n t iles Loin rad ictory sit oations. the child

has essentially two options, he she must either enlarge
his her existing structures or create a new category or struc-
ture. Piaget defines this as the process of accommodation.

Intellectual gro%%th. Puget postulates. occurs when the
uldiv idua I attempts to resolve the tension between the inter-
aetiv c processes of assimilation and accommodation by
developing new thoughts and responses that are more suit-
a bk or adequate. Equilibrium is re-established w hen thought
structures are altered. producing new accommodations that
enable the indiv idua I to assimilate the new situations. I nteike.-

tual grm%th. then. oecurs through internal self-regulation
processes that lead to new. higher levels of equilibration.

Moral/Ethical Reasoning

While there are several appioaches to values education, the
more encompassing one is the cognitive developmental
approach offered by Lawrence Kohlberg3 4. Kohlberg's ideas
are.derived from thc philosophic positions of Dewey and
and Piaget. The emphasis here is to liclp individuals grow
intellectually and morally. This is, we feel, a more functional
approach than arbitrary indoctrination of values as used in
"character'or "socialization" education or taking a "values
relativ ity- stance, ty pically employed in the more common
values clarification approach.

Kohlberg's moral, ethieal development theory is an exten-
sion of Piaget's cognitive development theory. Similarly to
Piaget. Kohlberg iews moral development from childhood
to adulthood as progression through a series of stages (Table
2). Each stage is characterized by a very different way of
perceiv mg and interpreting one's experiences. At Kohlberg's
Stage 2, tor example."right"and "w rong"are judged in terms
of satisfy ing one's own needs and sometimes the needs of
otheis if it is convenient to do so. Stage 3 type of reasoning
eenters around maintenance of approval in one's own social
group. The orientation is towards conformity to group expec-
tation. At the higher principled stages, reasoning takes into
account concerns for the welfare of others in a broader
context, and includes concerns for human dignity. liberty,
justice, and equalitythose very same principles upon which
our Constitution is based.

Following Piaget, Kolliberg views development not as
mere accumulation of information, but changes in thinking
capabilities the structures of thought processes. In the
course of d6clopment, higher-level thought structures are
attained and result in the extension of an individual's social
perspective and reasoning capabilities. Applying higher levels
of thinking to problems results in problem solutions that
have greater consistency and are more generalizable. Sec
Appendix detailing the stages of development.

Social Role-Taking Stages

The research of Robert Selman indicates that soe al role
taking ability is a developed capacity w hich also progre..,,es in
a series of stages from early childhood through adolescence.
Role taking is viewed by Selman in terms of qualitative

3



changes in the manner a child structures his, her understand-
ing of the relationship between the perspectives of self and
others.

Using the open-ended clinical method of inquiry first ap-
plied by Piaget and then later by Kohlberg. Selman has
identified and defined Stages 0 through 4 (age range is
a pproximately 3 years to 15+ years) These stages are referred

to as. Ego-centric Viewpoint (Stage 0). Social-Informational
Role Taking (Stage I). Self Raection Role Taking (Staze 2).
Mutual Role Taking (Stage 3). and Social and Conventional
System Role Taking (Stage 4i. Descriptions of t he role taking
stages appear in Table 3. Each of Selman's role taking stages
relates closely to and parallels Kohlberg's moral reasoning
stages.

Selman Niews the social role taking stages as a link between

Piaget's logical reasoning stages and Kohlberg's moral reason-
ing stages. Just as Piaget's logical reasoning stagPs are neces-
sar) but not suf ficient for attaining the parallel moral reason-
ing stages. a similarly necessary but not sufficient relationship

appears to exist between the social role taking stages and
parallel moral reasoning stages.

As Selman has pointed out. "...the child's cognitive stage
indicates his le% el of understanding ol physical and logical
problenb. hile his role taking stage indicates his le% el of
understanding of the nat u re of social relations, and his moral

judgment stage indicates the manner in which he decides how
to resoke social confhcts between people w ith difkrem points
of iew,"`

4
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STAGE

The Socio-Scientifie Reasoning Model

Combining our own philosophy, ideas, and research with the
theories of Piaget. Kohlberg and Selman. the socio-scientific
reasoning model has bccn developed. Socio-scientific reason-

ing. as defined here. is the incorporation of the hypothetico-
deductive mode of probkm solving with the social and moral/
et hical concerns of decision making. 1 his model has served as

a guide in the development of educational:materials to help
students advance to higher levels of thinking and reasoning
capabilities. Moreover, it is highly flexible and readily adapt-
able to other classroom activities.

The basic assumption of this model is that effective prob-
lem solving requires simultaneous development in the realms
of logical reasoning. social role taking. and moral/ ethical
reasoning Purely objective scientific thinking cannot bc ap-
plied in the resolution of most of the probable future conflicts
without regard to the impact of those decisions on human
needs and human goals. A technological solution, for exam-
ple. may be. after critical analysis. feasible and logically
consistent. From a societal perspective, however, one must
question whether or not it should be applied. How to best
prioritize our needs and evaluate t rade-offs with a concern for
the needs of future gencrat ions involves logical reasoning and
critical thinking. but now with an added dimension . . . a
social moral ethical reasoning dimension.

kni.e. the SoLio-Suentific m odd Lonsists of four interact-
ing components (see Figure 1): ( I) logical reasoning develop-

TABLE 1

P1AGETS STAGES OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

FORMAL

STAGE

FORMAL LOGICALf9PERATIONS
Thinks in a hiPothetical.deductive manner
Considers all possible relationships

TRANSITIONAL - EARLY FORMAL OPERATIONS
Begins to think more abstractly
Awareness of new possibilities

CONCRETE OPERATIONAL (SUBSTAGE 2)
Reasons only about concrete objects
Applies logic m a hmited way

PRE-OPERATIONAL - (SUBSTAGE 1)
Can represent objects Symbolically - uses language. images
View of world only as he/she sees it - highly egocentric

SENSORIMOTOR STAGE
Acquires concept that objects exist apart from self
Coordinates movement, habit

i



ment is hived on the theories of Piaget. hile (2) moral,
ethical reasoning relies strongly en Kohlberg's ideas. Selman's
research pro%ides.the basis for the third Lomponent. the social
role,taking aspectf our model. Since the Lontent or infor-
mation component of the problem (Lomponent four) will
%ary, so too will the concepts vary acvordingly For example.
in our applications of this model we has e Lontentrated on
issues at the interfaces of suente. let hnology. and societ). Of

course, problem issues could also deal with or focus on any
other topic one chooses to investigate.

The content component also Lonsists of three interavting
subunits. These subunits science, technology, and society-
rel) on each other for their %ay existence. While each of the
subunits is dependent upon the others, their individual under-
!) ing %a lue structures create a high potential for distord since

the Lonverns of one subunit oftn conflict with those of the

TABLE 2

KOHLBERG'S STAGES OF MORAL DEVELOPMENT

STAGE 5 SOCIAL CONTRACT
Emphasis on democratic ethic, reaching social consciousness
Respect for self and other

STAGE 4 CAW AND ORDER
Do your duty. set good example
Respect authority and follow the rules

STAGE 3 CONFORMITY
What is right is what others expect of me
Be kind and considerate of others - good intentions

STAGE 2 BACK SCRATCHING
What's right is what's good for me
Eye for eye. tooth for tooth concept of Justice

STAGE 1 OBEDIENCE AND PUNISHMENT
Right is what authorities command
Be good and avoid punishment

TABLE 3

SELMAN'S ROLE-TAK1NG STAGES

STAGE 4 SOCIAL AND CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM ROLE TAKING
Realizes mutual perspective taking does not always lead to
complete understanding
Each sell considers the shared point of view of the
generalized other (social system)

STAGE 3 MUTUAL ROLE TAKING
Realizes sell and other can consider each party's point ol view
simultaneously and mutually
Can step outside dyad and view action from third person perzpective

STAGE 2 SELF-REFLECTIVE ROLE TAKING
Relativistic belief that nd,person's perspective is absolutely valid
Reflects on the self's behavior as seen from other's point of view

.3

STAGE 1 SOCIAL-INFORMATION ROLE TAKING
Aware that sell and others may have different social perspectives
Focuses on one perspective, not on coordinating viewpoints of sell and others

1 2
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FIGURE 1

THE SOCIO-SCIENTIFIC-REASONING MODEL
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others This paradox -dependence and simultaneous conflict
among the subunits present s a uniq ue opportunity and con-
text for curriculum der dopers employ ing the Socio-Scientifie
Reasoning model to prepare educational materials.
\ Each component of this model is not seen as a totally
separate and distinct entity. Rather, each of the four compo-
nents interacts w ith and has an effect on an ot her components.

Thus. logical reasoning has an effect on, and in turn is affected

by. social role ta king development I n a similar manner, social
role taking has an effect on. and is a fferted by. de elopments
in the moral et hical realm. Of course. logical reasoning and
moral ethical reasoning also interact Each of these major
components logical reason ing. socia I role taking. and moral,
ethical reasoning interact n ot only w ith each other but w ith
the fourth component. content or information.

Referring to Figure I again, the content cone is small at the
low end because at earlier stages of der elopmot the number
of concepts entertained are smaller and the concepts arc
simple in nature Hence, as the cone broadens so too does the
complexity of content or information included. I ndiv iduals at
stages of development intersecting t he lower end of the cone
can deal with issues and concepts of a simpler form while, on
the other hand', indir idualsi t the upper end 4 ith higher levels
of maturity har e the capacity fcrdea ling with more issues and
issues of greater complexity. Development. then, is both
vertical and horizontal. vertical der elopment is from lovrer to
'higher stages, horizontal dev eloprnent relates to the "neces-
sary but not sufficient" requirements which must be satisfied
as one moves from logical reasoning. through social role
taking. to moral reasoning capabilities.

Thus. while each stage reflects a distinctly unique capabil-
ity for problem solving in a science, technology, society con-
text. we view development or progress as a continuously
spiraling process. In this process. however. there are leaps and

quiesence, and fixation at any stage is possible. Levels of
logical reasoning, moral reasoning. and role taking maturity
also seem to r ary. we find, depending on the issues add Fes,sed.

These apparent inconsistencies in reasoningeven when deal-
ing with the same or similar mental and moral constructs
seem to be re'ated to the degree of emotionality. familiarity
with. interest in. and, or kn ovrkdge about the issues under
consideration'.

The goal then is to help each Ind iv idual "spiral" upwards
through the Socio-Scientifir. Reasoning cone and sy nchro-
nously achier e "more adequa te" problem solving capability.
"More adequate" as used here refers to the idea that w hen
applied to problem solving, tlw higher stages of reasoning
result in squtions that are more encompassi ng and generaliz-
able, they enable students to deal wit h greater complexity.

Application of the Socio-Scientific Reasoning Model
in the Classroom

The Socio-Scientific Reasoning model thae fore serves as the
basis for identifying the types of learning experience and the
Sophistication ler el of those experiences important to help
students develop. It recognizes that learning capabilities
differ with age, grade level, interest and learning needs.
Implicit in the model and in accord with stage theory is the
idea that at each stage there is a characterist ic form of think-

ing capability which determmes how experiences and infor-
mation are interpreted and acted upon.

The main st rategy underly mg a II of these aetiv ities is based

on Piaget's concept of equilibration. It is only when diseq ui-
librium is created that actir e restructuring of thought takes
place. This active restructuring leads to growth in logical
reasoning. in social role taking. and in moral, ethica I reason-
ing capabilities as well.

Restructuring of existing cognitive structures occurs when
internal disequilibrium is felt by the indir idua I. New expe-
riences and inputs which are not readily comprehensible to
the indiv idual challenge his, her existing mode of thought by
rev eahng inadequacies or inconsistencies in that problem
solr ing strategy". Arrestment at a gir en stage IS partially
explained by the developmental theorists as the lack of
opportunities that create conflict or dissonance which place
the indiv idual in a position where he, she needs to assess
his, her particular mode of thinking. Perhaps, as Clive Beck
points out, the reason why people do not develop morally is
because they have not had the opportunity to entertain
alternatives their imaginations have not been extended9.
We, in addition, contend that the reason people do not
adr ance in logical reasoning can also be attributed. to a large
degree. to a similar lack of opportunities.

We have identified some of the basic elements needed to
provide experiential opportunities that promoie derelop-
ment of problem solving and decision making skills. A partial
listing includes providing opportunities for students to.

'Encounter a variety of viewpoints
Experience higher level reasoning

'Take the perspective of others
Examine and clarify one's own ideas
Examine the consequences and implications of one's
decisions

'Defend one's position
Evaluate possible alternatives

'Consider and recognize the role of the self to society
Reflect on one's own value system

'Test own ideas and those of others
One educational actirity which incorporates some of these

elements is the classroom dilemma discussion, an activity
most commonly associated with Lawrence Kohlberg and his
colleagues. We have, however, modified and extended this
approach to more systematically encompass critical analysis
and er a luation of information and data. We have also
employed such other formats as role taking. sim ulations, and
futures forecasting and analysis methodologies.

For example, reasoning at a particular stage is not a value
judgment of whether an act is good or bad, but is the pattern
of the concepts entertained in judging the "ought" of rights,
duties and obligations of human relationships. Younger child-
ren at lower stages reason about duties in terms of reciprocal
benefits from the party "If you do me a favor, I will do you a
favor," Whereas in principled reasoning. duty is what an
individual has become morally committed to do and is self-
chosen. Higher stage ieasoning is therefore the ability to
apply value concerns (Kohlberg's major concerns include self
welfare, welfare of others, sense of duty and of motives,
conscience, rules, punitive justice, role taking) in a more
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internalind, complex. autonomous, critical, consistent and
generaliied tnanner.

Effective discussion, however, cannot takc place in a
vacuum. Needed also is an information base or context from
which students can begin to anal}ie and evaluate informa-
tion With information W hich the) have extracted and 5) n-
thesiied. additional ideas and rational arguments can be devel-
oped for discussion For curriculum activ hies. we have
created problem situations in a variet) of contexts which,
according to scholars in a a ricq of fields. will be prominent

in the next quarter century and beyond IP. This adds another
perspective to the dilemma problemthat which elicits scien-
tific logical reasoning in addition to morali ethical
reasoningbut in a futuristic context.

These serve as mechanisms for students to put some of the

ideas and judgments that have emanated from the discussion
into larger structural frameworks. They also provide students
with opportunities to project into the future, to think beyond
their own immediate experiences, and to consider the impact

of different decisions on future society.

Ilean Piaget Plagees theory hi 1 holm+ LAckuna (Ed.) Chamin hael:c manual of iluld Ave hologi. New York. John Wiley and :sons. 1970.
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theory. roam h. and sin /MUM Nev, York: Iloli Rinehardt and Winston. 1976.
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"Chw M. KA. Mn I oronto. McGrars-11111. 1972.
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"'Harold G Shane Cum ulum ,Itunge tossurd tlw :1st emur . Washington. D.0 National Education Association. 1977
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OVERVIEW OF Technology And Society, A Futuristic Perspective

Purpose

This module ig designed to engage students to examine
some of the ways in which technology has changed our
lives and to anticipate future changes. Associated with
various technological applications are issues and prob-
lems arising in the scientific, social, economic and polit-
ical domains. Many of these impacts are long range,
subtle, and exert influence distant from their point of
use. In some cases, these impads may have conse-
quences thousands of years hence. A prime example is
the hazard of storing waste plutonium which has a ra-
dioactive half-life or2400 years. By posing dilemmas
and problems associated with new technological devel-
opments, students can gain an increased awareness of
the variety of considerations that should be taken into
account when a new technology is offered. The particu-
lar decisions made, policies enacted and actions taken
can bring about untold benefits, new hazards or radical
changes in the course of human affairs. In addition, the
impact of new technologies cannot be completely antici-
pated, and hence students need to learn to be open to
never before considered possibilities to think
creatively and at more abstract levels.

Through critical analysis of current and future possi-
bilities, it is hoped that students will become wiser, more
effective decision makers decision makers with an
expanded vision and the ability to analyze effects be-
yond those which are local in scope, serving one's per-
sonal self-interest. In this way, perhaps, today's glaring
newspaper headlines reporting hazards and societal dis-
locations that result from our technology can be averted
in the future.

Strategy

The concepts presented in this module are complex.
Moreover, the very idea of change is foreign to most
students because they have experiences spanning less
than two decades and because change is so very imper-
ceptible as we live our daily lives. We have thus used a
variety of strategies, namely dilemma discussions, de-
bates, role playing and simulations, to heighten the is-
sues and problems. In these more concrete situations,
students can actively participate in the exploration of
the concept. Hence, they will begin a seemingly simple
activity at a level they can readily comprehend, but as
they pursue the questions in great depth, more sophisti-
cated concepts are entertained. The levels of complexity
attained will of course depend upon the student's degree
of involvement and interest.

In the course of conducting this module, you will no
doubt find opportunities to pursue other aspects of the
issue and create extension activities. As discussed in the
theoretical section of this guide, students need experi-
ences that challenge their existing ideas in order to de-
velop higher order mental structures. Such experiences
are gained through dynamic dialogue with other class:.

mates. Several of the activities place students in adver-
sary positions or in role positions that do not reflect
their personal perspectives. This is done intentionally to
create opportunities for students to constructively argue
with one another and with themselves. In some cases the
situation may appear to be an artificially heightened
controversy, but given the complexity of the issue, it
becomes necessary to use an apparently straightfor-
ward, simple conflict as an initial starting point. Each
student should thus be able to. grasp the problem and
investigate it at the level of complexity consistent with
his/her mental sophistication.

If students have had few experiences with the open-
ended activities and discussions characteristic of this
module, they may experience some degree of discom-
fort. They will pursue you for the "correct" answers,
where in fact there are none, or seek your opinion. Once
they recognize your role as a dispassionate observer,
they will quickly resort to their own resources and begin
to make decisions on their own. This has been verified
time and again by teachers who field tested these mate-
rials. They find that students are willing and anxious to
express their ideas and opinions once they realize that
they can do so in a nonjudgmental, non-threatening at-
mosphere. The earlier activities in this module tend to
be more structured than the subsequent ones so that stu-
dents are gradually guided to think independently and
make their own decisions. The strategy of small group
discussion and group planning also provides a support-
ive atmosphere for the more reticent student.

It is our belief that understanding problems/issues
and formulating- one's own ideas requires a knowledge
base as well as,a sense of personal involvement. Intro-
ductory information is provided through articles and
commentaries. Additional knowledge is acquired as stu-
dents begin to think about and discuss ideas in the sev-
eral types of activities and decision making opportuni-
ties. For the most part, opposing sides of the issues are
included in order that students can reflect upon and
question the wisdom of a given choice or action. Some
of the readings may appear to be rather lengthy. They
are included to serve more as reference material offering
a variety of ideas for students to develop their own ar-
guments or opinions. Students may wish to skim an arti-
cle first and then refer back to it as needed during the
course of the discussion or activity.

The dilemma debate/discussion constitutes a major
type of activity in this module. It serves as an effective
vehicle to focus on and heighten issues and to actively
involve students in the dialogue. Some of the dilemmas
are adopted from actual case histories while others, al-
though hypothetical, reflect critical choices that are be-
ing made today or will need resolution in the foreseeable
future. The simulation and role play activities are varia-
tions of this basic format.
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The dilemma debate/discussion format has been se-
lected as the focal point of classroom activity for several
reasons:

The highly controversial problem situation quickly
generates differences of opinion among students.

Students become actively involved in the dialogue.

Students are exposed to alternative ideas or posi-
tions so that they often need to re-examine their
own positions.

Students learn to support their position in a well-
thought out and logical manner.

During the course of discussion, students will experi-
ence ethical or value conflict. When the implications
and consequences of certain decisions are examined, the
outcome may in fact be in opposition to what the stu-
dent originally thought to be desirable. It is through the
process Of experiencing conflict that students develop
new ways of thinking about problems and their solu-
tions. Also, students may find arguments presented by
their peers more relevant to them than those they read
or hear from adult authority. Although it may seem that
students learn Iess factual information from discussion
than from lectures or readings, the discussion process
places a personal demand on students to synthesize, or-
ganize, and interrelate information and concepts. In
this way, they are, in fact, developing higher order skills
that, unlike recall of factual material, do not readily
decay with time.

While the dilemma situations involve individuals, we
have constructed them to reflect decisions having effects
at the personal, community, national and global levels.
Hence, students can begin to extend their thinking when
they consider those effects from a variety of perspec-
tives. In view of developmental research findings that
place senior high school students at Piaget's transition
stage to formal logical reasoning, many of the dilemmas
require that students consider the social implications of
decisions beyond their own social sphere to those which
reflect more global concerns. The intention is to move
students from egocentric thinking to thinking more
broadly.

The dilemnias, as presented, are simple in form. It is
through in-depth discussion that they grow in complex-
ity. This is where skillful interjection of questions is so
important. Your role as teacher/facilitator becomes crit-
ical because your insights help to stimulate new ideas
and perspectives on the issue. The way in which students
explore the dilemmas will,,of course, depend upon their
intellectual and conceptual level as well as their interest
and curiosity. Also, the subject area in whIch the mod-
ule is taught will influence ways in which concepts may
be further developed such as concepts from sociol-
ogy, economics, ecology, civics, philosophy, history, etc.
Drawing relationships from what is learned in the
course will inevitably make students' learning more
meaningful and effective.

10

Technology and Society: A Futuristic Perspective in the ,

School Curriculum

This module designed for the senior high school level
(grades 11 and 12) may be used in a number of subject
areas: science, sociology, history, language arts, etc. The
types of issues and concepts emphasized will depend
upon the particular course and its focus. The materials
allow for a high degree of flexibility. For example, in a
science class, greater emphasis may be placed on ex-
ploring the process of scientific research and the ques-
tion of scientific responsibility. In a sociology class,
greater emphasis may be placed examining how emer-
ging technologies may change the role of workers and
job opportunities.

Students and teachers have found, in using these ma-
terials, that the dilemma discussions and other activities
often suggest alternative dilemmas fir additional activi-
ties. So often it is the case that many of the best dilem-
mas are developed spontaneously during the course of
study. Having employed dilemma discussion and rec-
ognizing the value of this type of discussion, one begins
to recognize a vast array of other problematic situations
that will stimulate lively discussion.

By continually relating topics studied in class to cur-
rent and future concerns of society, students can better
appredate the applicability of their studies. The ques-
tion or"Why should I learn this?" can be easily
answered when students recognize the many diverse
types of problems encountered in a highly technological
society and the difficulty of finding solutions that will
please everyone. Hopefully, students will recognize that
advances in science and technology require higher de-
grees of literacy in order to make informed and wise
decisions, whether it be in their personal lives or in pub-
lic policy making. The decision-making activities in this
module thus offer a variety of opportunities for stu-
dents to apply and interrelate what they have learned.

Objectives of the Module

To increase students' knowledge about issues that
interface science, technology, and society, now and
in the future.

To increase students' ability to analyze issues that
arise in our technological society.

To increase the socio-scientific reasoning ability of
students.

To increase students' decision making skills.

To develop students' awareness ortheir role in the
process of technological change.

To help students recognize the complexity of deci-
sion making in our technological society.

To provide opportunities for students to examine
possible future technologies and societal changes.

To increase students' ability to recognize the impact
and effects of different types of decisions.
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To increase students' ability to develop and present
effective arguments in a logical, comprehensive
manner.

To enable students' to more critically examine their
value systems.

To increase students' ability to communicate, and
function more effectiNely in classroom discussions.

Components of Technology and Society: A Futuristic
Perspective

Student's Textbook
Teacher's Guide

Student Handouts 4

Technology and Society: A Futuristic Perspecttve is
comprised of three major sections. Section I guides stu-
dents to examine the dynamic relationship that exists
between science, technology and society. In the several
activities and role play simulations students consider the
many different ways in which technology has effected
changes in all realms of human activity. The underlying
concept is that the application of a given technology
does not exist in isolation, but profoundly influences
our thinking, behavior and activities. Moreover, while
new innovations are intended to extend human capabili-
ties, they also create new challenges. An important
question that emerges from this section is "What knowl-
'edge and skills arc necessary for citizens to function ef-
fectively in our highly technological society?"

Section II examines five technologies of our time and
presents potential societal conflicts that might arise in
their applications. The topics are introduced through
readings and the conflicts or issues are presented in the
form of dilemmas for student discussion. The dilemma

heightens the underlying socioscientific issues of the
controversy and raises questions of a moral/ethical na-
ture. They illustrate the fact .that the moral/ethical im-
plications of technology are factors that need to be
taken into account in decisions about how technology
should be used. Moreover, advances in science and tech-
nology often raise new moral questions that society has
never before encountered. Each dilemma situation asks
students to decide what the central role character should
do and to supply reasons for taking a particular action.
Following each dilemma is a series of probe questions to
help stimulate discussion as well as to bring out other
aspects and implications of the situation. Each of the
dilemma stories raises two or more moral issues. Table 4
identifies the issues emphasized in each of the dilem-
mas. Become familiar with the issues so that you can
help students focus on the crux of the conflict.

Section III is a simulation whiCh offers students an
opportunity to select technologies for the future. The
technology assessment concept is used as the format for
this exerciae to guide students to consider the multiplic-
ity of factors involved in the decision making process.
This simulation also provides students an opportunity
to apply and integrate ideas that they gained from prior
activities of the module.

This module is designed for a high degree of flexibil-
ity. The activities may be presented in the order given
and serve as a single unit of study or in an order that
would best relate to ongoing classroom studies. The-di-
lemma discussions may follow directly one after another
or used selectively with time intervals between each di-
lemma. Thus, the module can provide another dimen-
sion .o the existing course or "stand on its own" as a
mini course.

is
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Table 4
Issues Contained in Each Dilemma
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Dilemma

Perfecting Human Nature X X

0 2 An Infinite Source of Energy X
,

X

3 So Human an Animal X X X

4 Is Winning Everything? X X

5 The Wiser One?
,

X X
,

'These basic moral issues as identified by Kohlberg comprise the underlying ekments of a conflict situation involving a moral decision. Our
dilemmas were constructed to incorporate two or more of these issues. Dilemraa resolution requires a choice or' action to be made between
conflicting bsues, For instance, in a dilemma dealing with the issues of governance and social Justice, the questions surrounding the issue of
go, ernance include I) Should one accept or reject the authority of the governing body? 2) What are the charactenuics and responsibilities of -pod
government^ The soLial justice issue raises the questions. I) Hew should one protect the political, social and econemic rights of another person? 2)
What arc the bases of these rights?

Suggested Time Schedule
Class Meeting Student Activity

1 Activity 1: Complete Handout 1, Technology
Inventory

2 Small group discussion of Activity 1
3 Read The Industrial Revolution in the Home

and prepare resumes for Activity 2
4 Activity 2, Part 2. Role Playing the Job Interview
5 Activity 3. Read The Unseen Cost of Nuclear Power

and the Faustian Bargain and small group meetings
to complete Handout 2, Technology, Consequences
and Responsibilities.

6 Group reports and class discussion of Activity 3.
7 Activity 4. Prepare for class debate.
8 Class Debate

Complete class debate and discussion of issues
raised in the debate.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22

Discussion of Dilemma 1*
Discussion of Dilemma 2*
Discussion of Dilemma 3*
Discussion of Dilemma 4*
Discussion of Dilemma 5*
Introduction of Activity 5 and group meetings
Student research
GrdUp meetings, Handout 3, Technology
Assessment Worksheet
Group meetings
World Review Court Hearing, Handout 4, World
Review Court Evaluation Sheet.
World Review Court Hearing and Debriefing
Scenario Writing
Presentation of scenarios

It is advisable to allow some time interval between dilemma
discussions so that the activity does not become redundant. Consider

12

also some of the different ways to provide variety to the discussion
format suggested in this teacher's guide.
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Conducting Dilemma Discussions In The Classroom
Since dilemma discussion may be a new classroom tech-

nique>, its major characteristics, the basic guidelines, and
some helpful suggestions will be described. There are no,
hard, fast rules for leading dilemma discussions. Most impor-
tant is that both teacher and students feel comforlable parti-
cipating in the activity. The following guidelines are merely
recommendations drawn from experiences of persons who
has e conducted moral dilemma discussions in the clas>room.

These may or may not meet the entire requirements of y our
particular situation and needs Adjustments and.changes may
he necessary so that the dilemmas and discussion rot-mat
icorrespon0 to the intellectual les el and interests of your
sIudents.

Bask Stepsin the Process

The Iis e basic steps in conducting a dilemma discussion as

ota lined b. Kohlberg and his associates 'are as follows:
Preset:union of the dilemma

Selecnon akernative posuions
S"niall group discussions

Class discussion

Summary and closmg ql discussion
,Background Information In our materials we have

included an additional component an information base. See
Diagram I. Schema lor Ddenima Discussion, this back-
ground information will provide students with at least a basic
understanding of the issues contiuned in the dilemma and
therefore the s,ubstantis e content which can be used to,
develop the_ discussion, Moreover. the background materials
sers e to bridge the gap bet ween the real world and the
hypothetical dilemma situation. Hence, the dilemma will be
constiiied not simply as a story. but as a reflection of real
soeietal concerns and %aim moral conflicts that arise I rum
our scientific technologkal actis ities. Readings or other
acne ities should therefore stimulate thinking and assist st
dent s in the formulation of their personal iews regarding the
action that the ma in charactei(s) in the dilemma should take.

Mc bac kgiound information pros ided is by no means
extensae. and y km may find it desirable to inel ode additional
niaterials as the need d rises. If y ou have readings or exercises

which you feel are more suitable for y out students, do not
hesitate to substitute or supplement w hat has been included
here, I n addition, it may be necessary to discuss in class some
of the more sophisticated concepts and technical te rminology

to insure that students have an understanding of the basic
issues.

Our desire is to as oid encumbering st udents with too much
technical detail and information Nonetheless, some classes
may ss ish to pursue certain topics in greater depth and should
he encouraged to do so From our experience, additional
resea rch on the part of the students helps to generate a livelier
discussion that includes a wide diversity of perspectives.

Following each dilemma arc a series of questions. These
questions can serve to probe further into the issue or provide
the basis for developing other dilemmas. The dilemmas, as
presented, focus on a limited instance but, as educators are
well aware. issues have many more ramifications and can be

built upon to encompass a much more complex situation._

Therefore, by proceeding from a siniple situation, it is possi-
ble to increase the levels of compleXity in a step-wise fashion
with appropriate questions.

Provocativ e questions can also help students reflect on how
they might be affected by certairrdecisions or policies and
their roles as future decision-making cituens.

Presentation of the DilemmaAfter the students have
read the introductory material as a classroom or homework
assignment, the dilemma can be presented. The dilemma may
be read to the class as a whole, or else, each student can read
the dilemma for himself, herself. At this point you may wish
to determine if the students fully understand the dilemma.
This can be identified by asking:

Do you feel that this is a hard question to answer'?
Will someoneplease summarin the sit uation'?
What things might the main character have to consider in

making a choice?

'What are,t he main points in the conflict'?
Who would be primarily affected by the decision?

Small Group DiscussionI t is usually recommended that
dilemma discussions be first conducted in small groups fol-
lowed bY discussion with the entire class. Students often are
mOre willing to speak out in small rather than large groups. lt
offers individuals greater opportunity to speak out as well as
places more responsibility on each person to contribute to the
group's activities. The sense of informality in a small group
allows for entertaining unique or unusual ideas that students
may hesitate to bring up in a larger grouping for fear of
ridicule or "put-downs."

Homogeneous Grouping The small discussion groups
(four to six students) may be formed in a number of ways.
From a show of hands or written answers students w ho sote
"yes" or "no" on the question can-be identified and grouped
according to their position. There should be enough heter-
ogeneity among class members to create dis ision the

question and formation of the small discussion groups.
Small groups w here members hold similar positions would

pros ide a more congenial atmosphere for initiating discus-
sion Here the students will feel less threatened if their peers
share the same action decision and be more willing to con-
_

tribute to the conversation. The membership w ould be more
support is e. and ind is idua Is w ould not sense a fear of attack or

failure.

Heterogeneous Grouping In another format, students
may he al bitra rily grouped. Here they base the additional
task of evaluating, analyiing, eriticiring and challenging the
reasons given in the alternative choices. In this approach the
degree of coot rosersy is heightened. creating the potential of
generating a livelier exchange. In defending a particular cho-
ke. the st udent will need to come up with more convincing
reasons in order to persuade the others to support his, her
side. Or the group might begin by using a "brainstorm"
session and generatc a series of supporting reasons for the
different positions. these responses ean then be examined and
compared with one another. Through an elimination process,
the group can select the more compelling arguments for each
position.
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Teacher Activities

assign readings
exercises. etc

check students'
understanding

set up small groups

help stimulate
discussion
(probe questions)

coordinate class focus
(probe questions)

bring discussion to close,
summarize main reasons

determine types of
relevant activities

DIAGRAM 1

SCHEMA FOR DILEMMA DISCUSSION

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PRESENTATION OF DILEMMA

SELECT ALTERNATIVE
POSITIONS

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION

CLASS DISCUSSIONS

SUMMARIES

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
(optional)

White er grouping strategy you decide to employ, all the
group% hould focus on the mor,d issues of the dilemma. I u
more personally invoi%e students in the groupdiscussion ha% c

them first e \press their feehngs about the dilemma. Some
preliminary questions kr consideration might include.

What issues in the d ilemma are hard to talk about? What
makes them difficult to discuss?

Can y ou foresee y ourself having to mak e such a decision?

Do ou K now any one w ho has had to make a similar
decision?

Ha e you ecently read any news articles about similar
dilemmas?

How do y ou think y ou would feel if you had to make such
a decision?

When y ou hme a problem, how do you think it through?
Once the students become comfortable with the discussion

format, they can then begin to critically discuss the position
taken and the supporting reasons, They ,should consider the
adequacy of the reasons given as well as the adequacy of their

own reasons. After stating comparing and evaluating each of
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Student Activities

readings, films.
exercises

identify situation.
clarify terms

indicate preliminary
action Choice

examine individual
reasons
react to probe questions

examine different
reasons - group reports
discuss issues,
sequences, impticatinks

present main ideas,
reasons -
review discussion

further research, eSsays.
analogous dilemmas, etc.

the reasons, they might select two or three of those that they
belitne best support the position taken on the dilemma issues.

Each of the dilemmas contains mo or more major moral
issues. It is important that the students recognize the issues
within a dilemma and direct thetr attention to the issues and
not to the irreleunt aspects of the dilemma (i.e., speculating
on the reality of such a situation).

If a group has difficulty in getting started or if discussion
begins to lag, the teacher can interject a probe question or two

to activate conversation. (See the discussion below on the
different types and uses of probe questions.) Sample probe
questions are lkted at the end of each dilemma and may be
used selectiely as needed. It is often useful to have students
answei- 4 few of probe q uestions as a written assignment prior
to the group discussion. In this way, students have time and
opportunny to reflect on the issues and become more ain-
structive contributors to the dialogue.

A recorder should b'e selected to list the grO u p's conclusion

to be presented in a w ritten or erbal form for the entire class
discussion.



Class Discussion 'I he entire class reconvenes to hear the
comments made in the arious gi oups The discussion results
of each of the gioups are presented for the ent:re class to
examine. The) niight be best displayed on the chalkboard or
merhead projector This procedure presents the opportunity
for students taking opposing \ to ask questions and
challenge the different s iess points \gain. the adequacy of the
reasons are critically anal) ied and merits of each discussed.
Students reasoning at lower les els will be exposed to higher
lei el reasoning and discoser that their reasons nia) not have
taken wider implications into considcrauon and hence be less
appropriate for resols ing the conflict.

Hie Ws, as a w hole can then choose the best reasons for
each position You ss ill find that although students may not
he able to generate higher level reasons they w ill tend to prefer
reasons one stage higher than their own.

fhe class discussion is most fruitful if the disc iission guides
students to explore ideas the) Use not considered and to
thmk about those higher level reasons. This can be accom-
plished through the use of probe questions. There are basi-
cally ses en types of probe questions:II

clarib ing probe Nsking student to explain what he she
means in his her state meta "What do you mean when y 0 u
say t hat concealing es idencc is immoral? What is t he meaning
Qf hn moral?"

2 Per«pnon (1mA:rig probe Detet mining ss hether stu-
dent understands a statement made by another indis
"Please explain to nie w hat Joe has just said."

Is sue %pet prtbe F xam'ining student's thinking on the
major issues ( Kohlberg bas identified ten that underlie moral
reasoning see Table 4) "Why should t he go% ernment estab-
lish standards for air quality" What should good guidelines
take into account"( Issues. governance and lass)

4 huer-is sue probe. Resols ing conflict w hen two or Illore
issues appear to be at odds. "Should a richer country be
allowed to use a greater sharc of the earth's resources?"
!Issues. social justice. property)

5 Role sit ih h probe Placing student in the position of
someone ins AO in the dilemma "What would you do if
you had to make that decision?"

6 L "niverial «msequen«., probe. Considering the implica-
tion of the judgment made when applied to es ery one, "What
might lmppen it csery household wine required to reduce its
use of elect nut) by 30'7' Is it lair to place such demands on
eseryone?"

7 Reason seeA iig probe "How did you come to this
concl usion'?" or

Questioning along t hese lines w ill lead st udent s to broaden
their scope of thinking and to es a I uate effect s and consequen-
ces of d &rent solutions It offers them an opport unity to see
how others might think about the same issue and challenges
them to consider the many sides am issue.

Probe questions can also be used to des elop alternative
dikm rims or introduce more abstract ideas by increasing the
cotnple vat> of thu dilemma. I or instance, a dilemma ins olv
ing personal sacrifices in a gasoline rationing situation might
be extended to consider social and life-sty le changes in our
highly mobile society How should transportation fuel be best
alloea t Does pris ate and public interest conflict if gasoline

were rationed? Dilemmas of an inter-personal nature can thus
be presented from a community. national or es en inter-global
perspectis e to stimulate thinking Aunt future implications
for h u ma n societ

Skillful questioning becomes the tool to aid students to
think critically anal> ring the positions they take and the
values inherent an their position. Fhey should begin tu
eoser the significance of their principles by relating those
principles to specific decisions and situations. Is government
severely limiting our freedom of choice vs hen it enacts safety
regulations? What should freedom mean? What is the rela-
tionship between freedom and responsibility? What should be
the role of go% ern ment in protecting the health and welfare of
future society? The constant interplay between the abstract
principles concepts and specific instances is pertinent in mak-
ing the dialogue a thoughtful, meaningful exercise. Students
need to anderstand concepts on their ow n terms bel ore they
can integrate new concepts and ideas into their thought struc-
ture. The process of development is one sv here students
act is el) experience (or think dbout) new_ideas which in turn
interact in restructuring the form of thinking.

Discussion should also include analysis of the information
and facts gisen. How does the information influence the
decision? What is inferred from the information presented?
Were the facts provided sufficient for informed decision mak-
ing? What additainal information is desirable'? How might
one go about acquit mg additional know ledge? On vs hat basis
does one sort out and anal> ie the facts given? To what degree
does the information influence the decision towards one posi-
tion or another? o

Finally. the consequences and iraplitations must be
appra;sed. This is the test of the effects of the position taken,
again sallies are weighed. What values arc held? What makes
them desirable? What are the priorities? How is the nature of
human society perceived?

Closing the Discussion The discussion can be closed with
a simple summary statement of the major points made. This
summation will help the student bring together the ideas
entertained during the dlscussion into sharper focus. One
approach is to writedown the list of the major reasons, argu-
ments "pro" and "eon". The reasons most preferred by the
students can be indicated, or the rea sons can be rank ordered,

The different positions on the dilemmas should not be
judged for that would imply a correct answer. A "right"
answer would also defeat the purpose of future discussions:
students will try to "second guess" the optimum position
response. However. at this time the students should have
another opportunity to choose reasons they personally prefer
or find most persuasive. This decision need not be openly
declared. Suggest that the students examine their original
reasons after hearing the other comments. What might they
wish to change or add'?

It may be appropriate at this time to point out some actual
sit nations t hat resemble the hy pot het teal dilemma. How were
they resolsed and what mere some of the results? Students
may begin to notice analogous dilemmas that are currently
making the news headlines. It is a good idea to take every
opportunity to relate concepts discussed in class to the stu-
dents' personal experiences and levels of interest.
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Some General Guidelines for Dilemma Discussion

Dilemma discussions should flow naturally and comforta-
bly Howes er. ss hen students have had httle exposure to
open-ended ty pcs of discussions, it is often diffku It to engage
them in in-depth exploration of an issue. 1 he following are
sonic pointers t ha t might be useful in stimulating discussion.

Goals of Moral Discussion Bally Beyer. who has written
extensisely on moral discussion techniques. has pointed out
that the goals of moral discussion should contribute to the
os era II object is es of the course and general educational goals.

in addition to int rodueing new ones. Hence these goals are
general rather than narrow in nature. Among these are. I )

improving learning skills. 2) improving self-esteem. 3)
impros ing a tt itudes toward school. 4) improsing know ledge
of key concepts. and 5) facilitating stage change*:

A n important teaching strategy is to encourage students to
think about and reflect on alternatives and consider dif ferent
ideas. file process of- des elopment includes extending one's
imagination and exPloring one's thinking.:

Classroo' m Atmosphere Every effort should be taken to
create an al m osp here conducive to an open. free exchange of

ideas. Students should feel at ease when expressing their
thoughts and. when confronted with challenge. not feel that
they are being attacked personally. The emphasis is on analy/-
ing the reasoning process by considering d is ergent S impoints
and alternatis e choices.. It w ould be stressed that no one
answer is correct oi absolute, each position has merits and
ins ites investigation.

Classroom furniture should be arranged in such a way that
students can speak directly with one another and can be easily
heard, I or small group discussions the chairs might be
arranged in a number of small circles so that attention can be
gis en to all members of the group with-out delineating an

authority focal point. The seating should also offer sonic
degree of flexibility so that students nught be able to shil t
groups or share their thoughts with members of other groups.
A student who is uncomfortable with one group or who
wished to take the opposing position may want to move to
anothe r group.

Role of Teacher The teacher's crucial role in dilemma
discussions is that of a creative process facilitator whose
function is to stimulate students' searching and "stretching."
and help students embark on their own personal search. A
key skill lies in sensitive listening. By listening with care and
delaying action the teacher can begin to:

Identify problems that students may have in coming to
grips with the issues--do the questions need further
clarification?

Identify students who monopoliie or dominate the
conversations:

Find students who are hesitant in expressing their ideas.
Present the discussion from becoming a clash of

personalities:

Find ss hen the discussion begins to lag or focuses on
irrelevant details. etc.

By 'posing uestions to, the group or certain group
members, the teacher can then pros ide helpful guidance or
gently direct the course of the discussion.
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At all times it is important that the teacher bc supportive
and reinforce in a positise manner. Students should not be
singled out as having gis en particularly "good" or "bad"
answers Each response should be taken as a point of depar-
ture for further discussion. The question"w hy" sh out() be the
dominant concern.

Some degree oktructure in a discussion is necessary but
structure should neser hinder the flow of_ideas. Probe ques-
tions can serve as the guiding structure. but they need not be
taken in any order or progress in a stepwise fashion. For a
gis en group of students some questions may stimulate more
interest or controversy than others:the less fruitful questions.
therefore, need not be pursued.

Promoting student to student interaction is another major
role of the teacher, requiring insight and pa hence. The discus-

sion process is an evqIufionary one. often requiring much time

before a definitive direction can be pc rcilqs ed. At times it may
even appear that the discussion is circuitous, but it is impera-
tive that each student has the opportunity to air his her views
and partake as an act he member of the group. The student,
Mien he she becomes confident in himself herself and
recogni/es the worth of his her ideas, will then accept the
responsibility of his her role in the group as well as become
more receptive to the ideas of other,.

Characteristics of Dilemma Discussion
Open.ended approach: There is no single "right"answer.

The goal is novo reach agreement but to critically discuss the
reasons used to justify a recommended action. The emphasis
is on sehj some reasons may be more appropriate than others.

Free exchange of ideas: Students should feel comfortable
in expressing their thoughts. Each student should have an
opportunity to contribute to the discussion within a non-
judgmental atmosphere.

Student to student interaction:The conversation is prim-
arily between student and student, not teacher and student.
The teacher uses questions to guide the discussion and to
encourage students at adjacent stages of moral reasoning to
challenge one another. Lecture or recitation should be
avoided.

Development of listening and verbal skills: Each student
should be intima tely engaged in the discussion activity. build-
ingand expanding on one another's ideas as well as examining
each response critically.

Focus on reasoning: Reasons are to emphasize the pres-
criptive "should" rather than the "would" arguments.

Dilemmas produce conflict: Conflict heightens student
involvement and interest and should have a personalized
meaning for the student. Resolution of internal conflict is a
precondition for.advancement to higher stage reasoning.

Helpful Hints

Res iess carefully the dilemma to be discussed in class and

try to anticipate any problems that students might encounter
when dealing with the dilemma.

Identify the main issues arid list a fess questions that might

help clarify the issues for the students (particularly, how these
issues might relate to the students' lives).

Determine if there are words or concepts that may be
unfamiliar to your students. These should be defined and
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discussed so that the students do not become ot ens helined
h) the terminolog) and Lan more easil) giasp the esselite of
the problem.

I you hat e readings ss hich ) ou leel are more pertinent or
appropriate, use them in place of those included here.

L Consider whether or not the dilemma poses conflict lor
Ourstudents. It is of ten possible that thedilemma as st linen
is either too sophisticated or too simplistic, and the students
cannot appreciate the Implicit conflict. I he d !lemma question
might be reworded or altered in order to elicit a dit mon of
opinion among the students.

When presenting tilt dilemma story make suit: the stu-
dents understand the problem and the goal of the discussion
aetit it) I his tan be actomphshed b) hat mg a student sum-
ma rin the Ain.) and list some of the possible alternatit eN
at ailable to the main characteds).

If a class is not accustomed to discussion-type activities, it

Might be wise to group the students in such a way that those
who are more mat and aggressive do not dominate or
monopoliie the discourse. Try to balance each group with
different personalit) elm racteristies,

When the discussion has (ifficulty getting started or gets
bogged down, have the students role-play the main clmracti:r.
1 he shift in focus can assist them in gaining additional pers-
pectite into the situation.
. Tr) not to be too impatient if the distussion does not seem

to go an) w here. As in an) other t)pe of group interaction.
sonic. %%arm-up tune is nttessar) so that students Lan relax
and iellect on their own thoughts.

Students ma) tontinuall) look to ) ou as teat her for
direttion and "torrett" answers. 1N hen asked a question you
Lan shift the a ttentam b) posing that question to another
student and seek his her opiniod. In this way the dynamics of
student interaction can be maintained.

lape recording some of the student dialogue may be
usef ul as an evaluation tool to help orgamie I uture discus-
sions and suggest additional probe questions.

It is important that the discussion does not d rift aimlessly
or become a clash of personalities. Skillful interjection of
probe questions will provide (lirection to the group discus-
sion. theiefore. betome familiar w ith the different t) pes of
probe questions so that )oti tan use them with fluenc).

Questions Commonly Asked
In order to kad dileinnur pesuons. (/o teachers need to

ulemifi the surge w ithuh 0 student reasom?
Nu, there Is usual!) enough heterogencit) within a dash-

room so that seteral stages of reasoning are represented.

Most important is to encourage different students to engage in
the dialogue and to bring out the man) different ways to
resolve a problem.

What if everyone in the class takes the swne position?
This does not present any difficulty. The particular position

taken is not important: what is important is the argument
used to support the position. The different levels of reasoning
on the dilemma should provide sufficiently lively debate.
Students can also be asked to put themselves in the other
position and develop arguments to support that position.

Should students he required to give reasons for their
decisions?

No. if reasons are not Nolunteered, you can simply ask
another student to tomment. The debate should not be forced
but evolve naturally.

How does one detect student growth?
Development is a slow process and a limited number of

classroom dilemma discussions is not expected to advance
students from one stage to the next overnight. However.
students having experienced a diversity of alternative ideas
should begin to develop an increasingly more global orienta-
tion and consider the different aspects of a problem.

Will a .studem reasoning at higher levels regress and
a« ept the reasons ula nu.re /On efid loiter stage argument?

No, regression is not consistent with (he stage theory. Per-
sons reasoning at higher stages will sec their argument rein-
forced as the discussion continues. Their reasons can deal
more effectisel) ssith the question user a broader variet) of
situations, lower stage reasons begin to fall short. Studies
hate demonstrated that higher reasons are preferred oter
lower reasons.

How long does one continue the discussion?
Discussion should continue For as long as it is fruitful and

students continue to display a level of interest and

int olsement.

h the ohlect id the (11.1(11.1MM 10 «MUM e the (lass to
accept higher level reasons?

No. Simpl) "parroting" higher stage reasons does not effect

or indicate growth. A stage reflects one's dominant mode of
thinking on moral issues, one that is utilind. The purpose of
the disclIsslOn Is to pros ide nes% exposures and create a state

of &equilibrium so that indit !duals begin to rethink and
rest r utt ore. Dist ussion fat ihtates the t ourse of des elopment,
it does not dictate it.

Ldssin I .nIun, Ann C olh,!, and tifts Spiathti Dubin A-ilk/mix mural dill nuna Jot iot tat atitinA Iat i. (ambudgc. Hai taid Moral
Education Research 1.oundation, 1974

Hew Conducung moral discussion. m the classroom. Satin! Edratmon. April. 1976, 195-292.

"Cloy Heck Ethrts. oronto' McGraw-1M, 1972.
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Activity 1: A Technology Inventory

Overview ,1

How a new technological development impacts on a
wide variety of activities is the focus of this activity. The
intent is to help students recognize the widespread and
extensive changes brought about by new innovationt.
Many of the effects are, of course, indirect effects, but
indirect effects may in many cases produce the more
profound changes and require significant shifts in exist-
ing institutions. The students will organize their ideas
on the chart in Handout I and in this way create a
visual summary of the dynamic factors that come into
play. From this, they should gain an understanding that
a new technology inolves a system of new interactions
and requires a complex support, system in terms of
knowledge, skills, resources and so on.

Student Objectives

To examine a new technology as an interacting
network of activities and resources (physical as
well as human institutions).

To gain auawareness of the dyndinic changes that
occur with technological develo,ments.

To consider some of the benefits as well as the
dislocations brought about by new technologies.

Sfudent Activities

Each student will receive d copy of Handout I,
Technology Inventory, and complete the chart us-
ing one of the technologies listed. The list is rela-
tively short so that if there are other technologies
students wish to examine, they should feel free to
substitute others.

Allow approximately one class period for the stu-
dents to complete their charts, or have them com-
plete the chart as a homework assignment. In ei-
ther case, students need sufficient time to think
about interactions that may not, at first, be read-
ily obvious.

-.L. Upon completion of the charts, students will meet
in small groups to share their results. In the pro-
cess of sharing ideas, new ideas will emerge, some
of which students may wish to include in their
charts. The questions at the end of the activity
should be discusSed in the groups.
Undoubtedly, students will wish to hear the topics
discussed in the other groups. Have representa-
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tives from each group present a summary report
to the entire class. The class as a whole may then
discuss some of major issues in greater depth.

Comments and Suggestions

Students, for the most part, have given little
thought to the societal and institutional changes
brought about by a new technology and may find
the assignment confusing or ambiguous. A de-
tailed review of the example given will help to
clarify their questions. Reproduce the chart.on.the
board or overhead transparency and fill in the
boxes with the students. The items for the catego-
ries Resource Requirements and Consequences
have not been delineated and will need to be ex-
tracted from the narrative section of the example.
As you progress through the example, students,
will inevitably begin to offer their own suggestions
and discover that the task is not as formidable as
they originally believed.

Encourage the students to include as many ideas
as they can possibly conjure. What may, at first
glance, appear seemingly insignificant may from a

longterm perspective have profound effects.
An alternative to having students complete the
chart individually is to have pairs or small groups
of students complete a single chart. In the small
groups the "brainstorming" technique is a useful
technique to initiate the development of ideas. In
brainstorming each item will be considered in
turn. In a round robin fashion each student will
present an idea. Each idea is recorded, and the
process of presenting an idea continues until all
ideas seem to be exhausted. The group as a whole
will then evaluate the ideas and select those to be
included. In some instances, several ideas may be
combined to form a major concept.
Students may need to be reassured that'there are
no single "right" answers to this exercise. De-
pending upon one's exposures, experiences or per-
spectives, one person's view about a given technol-
ogy may be very different from that of another
person. Try to help the students explore the rami-
fications of the technology by posing pertinent
questions when students appear to reach an
impasse.
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Reading I: The "Industrial Revolution" in the Home
Overview

We tend to think of technological advances in terms of
devices to help us live more comfortably. Seldom do we
consider the social changes that often accompany new
tedinologies. One reason why this concept is perhaps
difficult for many students to comprehend may be be-
cause their experiences with change are limited to only a
short time interval. :lence, this reading which focuses
on changes in the role of the housewife in the past cen-
tury is one to which students can more readily relate.
The point stressed is that application of our many new
technologies requires of the user a greater diversity of
skills as well a higher level skills. Where household task's,
were once compartmentalized and performed by differ-
ent individuals, they today are assumed by the house-
wife alone. She is a "Jack-of-many trades."

The reading also serves as background information to
introduce Activity 2 which follows.

Student Objectives

to gain an understanding of the interaction between
technological innovation and social change.

To recognize how technology has changed the role
of the modern homemaker.

Comments and Suggestions

After students have completed the reading, you
may wish to extend some of the ideas brought out
by the author in class discussion the idea of self
esteem (loss or gain) and the use of labor-saving
devices, the advantages and disadvantages of mech-
anization, the creation of pew household jobs, etc.
You might also wish to explore future changes that
home computers may create.
This may be an opportune time to consider a much
debated question surrounding technology: "Are
technologies developed in response to human needs
or are technologies inevitable products of new sci-
entific knowledge?" That is, are we being condi-
tioned to accept and change with new technologies,
or do we choose and direct the course of technolog-
ical developments? Consider some of our common
everyday devices as examples: electric knives and
can openers, microwave ovens, color television,
clothes dryers, and so on.

Activity 2: Technology and Changing Work Roles
Overview

This is a role play exercise where all students (male and
female) are to take the perspective of a housewife and
examine the skills necessary for managing a contempo-
rary household. They take the role of a housewife seek-
ing a position in the business world and write a resume
for a job advertised in the Help Wanted Ads. From the
resumes submitted, several are selected. The students
whose resumes are selected will then role play the appli-
cant at the job interview.

The purpose of such an exercise is to demonstrate that
living in a complex scientific and technological world
requires more sophisticated knowledge and competen-
cies than in ages past. The proficiencies that are needed
and acquired in running a modern household serve to
illustrate the point.

As science and technology advance, the demands
placed on the average person to become more knowl-
edgeable may become even greater in the future. For
example, the rapid development of the computer has
already impacted on the way we make financial transac-
tions. To read our "full-service" bank statements which
contain the accounting of our savings, loan payments,
bill payments and checking, has become a more compli-
cated task, and to try to check the accuracy of the com-
puting can boggle the mind of even a mathematician!

Yet, to make informed choices about the foods we
eat, the medications we take, or the mechanical de-
vices we buy, requires a wide range of specialized
understandings.

Student Objectives

To become aware of the many skills required to
function effectively in today's intricate modern
world.

To examine themany roles of a housewife from her
perspect ive.

To consider the different ways in which knowledge
and competencies can be acquired.
To gain an appreciation of the many demands and
responsibilities that today's housewife encounters.
To gain experienee in writing a resume.

Student Activities

Students will first respond to the Want Ad advertis-
ing for a corporate manager by writing a resume.
This resume is to be written from the perspective of
the role person described in the Student's booklet.
The resume will summarize her job experiences.
Two or three students will represent the "Personnel
Department," review all the resumes, and select the
three most effective ones.
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A student will role play the employer and interview
the candidates whose resumes were selected. The
purpose of the simulated interview is to provide an
opportunity to further elaborate on the ideas stu-
dents identified in their resumes. During the inter-
view, the applicant will try to present convincing
evidence in support of her qualifications. Also,
the various techniques of interviewing can be ex-
plored. Allow approximately 10 minutes for each
interview.

A short class discussion should follow the role play
to discuss some of the ideas that were presented.
The discussion might also cover topics such as the
growing trend of women entering the job market,
changes in family liv ing styles, how different ty pes
of technologies may be influencing the changes, the
increase in adult education enrollments, schools
which give college credits for "life experiences" in
different subject areas, and the increase of job re-
training programs.

Comments and Suggestions ,

When introducing this activity to the class, it is im-
portant to emphasize that the purpose is not to de-
termine whether a housewife of 16 years is quali-
fied to assume a corporate position but to identify
the dkerse skills and knowledge that are acquired
or developed in the course of managing a house-
hold. In many instances, some skills and knowledge
are readily transferable, but other specialized
knowledge is prerequisite depending upon the na-
ture of the business. .

The boys in the class may feel uncomfortable role
playing a housewife. Try to ease their apprehension

perhaps by having them think of the activity pri-
marily as an exercise in resume writing and writing
the most effective resume. The object of this partic-
ular role play is not so much to play a character
part but to place oneself in the position of manag-
ing a household. Point out to the students that the

task of maintaining a household is increasingly be-
coming the shared responsibility of husband and
wife, when both work. Help the students get
started by identifying some of the new types of
tasks required cf one living in a technological age.
Also, the writers of resumes should remain anony-
mous until after the selection process. Remind the
students not to write their names on the paper.
Try to set the tone of professionalism in the activity
to prevent the simulation from becoming a clash of
personalities or cliché attacks on the routine aspects
of housework. You may wish to use your discretion
in selecting the students who interview the appli-
cants.
While three interview simulations have been recom-
mended, the number may be adjusted accordingly,
depending upon the different types of ideas that are
revealed in the various resumes.
If videotaping equipment is available, students may
wish to videotape the interviews. Having to per-
form in front of a camera will increase the degree
of preparation and professionalism students devote
to the activity.
Students may need additional guidance in resume
writing and interview techniques. A brief review of
the sample resume found in the student's booklet
may prove useful.
In the debriefing discussion, students may also
wish to examine future family changes in light of
the increase in dual career marriages. (The full-time
housewife may soon join the endangered species
list!) What technologies may be needed to assist in
household management and maintenance? How
might dual career parents sharesesponsibilities and
what new skills must each develop? Will life be-
come more complex or simple? In what areas might
formai training be increasingly important? What
would help simplify the chores of a single-parent
household?

:.

Reading 2: The Unseen Cost of Nuclear Power and the Faustian Bargain
Overview

The application of new technologies in many cases, if
nut most, inv olves "trade-offs." A most dramatic exam-
ple of this issue is perhaps Dr. Alvin Weinberg's discus-
sion on the "price" we must pay for nuclear power. He
uses the analogy of the Faustian legend to illustrate his
point. Where Faust sold his soul to the devil in exchange

\
s

for worldly knowledge and power, we, in embracing nu-
clear power, have created new responsibilities that, Dr.
Weinberg argues, may in fact require relinquishing our
cherished value freedom. This excerpt examines the
societal trade-offs associated with nuclear technology
and serves to introduce Activity 3.
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Student Objectives

' To gain an understanding of the concept of "trade-
off" in using new technologies.
To examine the social consequences of a technology
such as the generation of nuclear power.

Comments and Suggestions

A number of abstract concepts ire presented in this
reading and may not be immediately obvious to the
sttidents. A short discussion following the students'
reading may be important to determine whether
they fully comprehend the focus of the article.
In guiding the discussion, you may wish to examine
some of the following ideas.

Review some facts about plutonium and its ef-
fects on biological iistems.
Consider some of the suggestions for storing ra-
dioactive waste and the problems associated
with each recommendation.

Consider the types cif measures that maj, need
to be enacted in order to protect the disposal
site.

Dr. Weinberg speaks of a group of experts or a
"priesthood" to oversee the use and safety of
nuclear power. How will they be selected and
how can human errors be averted?
Consider the "price" (societal, environmental)
we pay for different technologies. Are the bene-
fits worth the price? How might some of the
costs be reduced or avoided?

Activity 3: What Other Bargains?
Technology, Consequences and Responsibilities

of the issues that emerged. The questions at the end
of the activity can serve to stimulate discussion.

Overview

In this activity students, in small groups, will complete
Handout 2, Technology, Consequences and Responsibil-
ities. On this Handout is listed a series of six technolo-
gies and for each technology an undesirable effect is
indicated. Students are to consider the types of new re-
sponsibilities that people must assume when they use the
technology and list these responsibilities under the ap-
propriate column. They will then suggest a solution that
averts or remedies the undesirable effect.

Student Objectives

To recognize the fact that unintended consequences
are frequently ass-a-dated with technological inno-
vations

To identify new responsibilities associated with dif-
ferent technologies.

To propose a solution that will safeguard against
the undesirable consequence.

Student Activities

Each student will receive one copy of Handout 2.
Students will meet in small groups of 3 to 5 mem-
bers to complete the worksheet.
When the groups have completed the assignment,
the class will meet as an entire group. At this time a
spokesperson from each of the small groups will
report oncthe group's conclusion.

Following the presentations, the class will compare
and contrast the different reports and discuss some
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Comments and Suggestions

Background information about each of the techno-
logies will provide students with greater insight
about the topic. Although more commonplace
technologies have been selected so that students are
at least conversant on the subject, some additional
research on their part will make the activity mbre
interesting. One approach is to have the students
find a recent news article,that reports an incident
related to the technology before they start discus-
sing the assignment in the groups. For example, a
number of problems on the disposal of toxic waste
have Created alarming news headlines. These prob-
lems include the Love Canalincident, fires and ex-
plosions at disposal sites, illegal dumping of
wastes, the pollution of drinking water, and so on.
Some aspects of the problem have been addressed
by legislation such as the establishment of a "Super
Fund" for toxic waste clean up. In this way, stu-
dents will see the topic from a broader range of
viewpoints as well as analyze some 6f the possible
types of solutions.

References which document some interesting case
histories are Technology and Social Shock by
Edward Lawless, published by the Rutgers Univer-
sity Press in 1977, and Citizens and the Environ-
ment by Lynton Caldwell, Lynton Hayes, and Isa-
bel MacWhirter, published by the Indiana Univer-
sity Press in 1976.
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Activity 4: Technology and Knowledge
Overview

The purpose of this debate activity is to impress upon
the students the necessity.for greater scientific literacy in
order to live and function in a highly technological
world. Moreover, as citizens in a democracy, they will be
involved in making decisions on questions concerning
the use of land and resources, waste disposal, product
safety, distribution of health care and so on. These ques-
tions touch upon all aspects of their lives and involve
concepts of a scientific and technological nature. In or-
der to reFognize problems inherent in such issues, deal
with the multiplicity of interacting factors and voice
their opinions knowledgeably, citizens will, therefore,
need an understanding of science as well as more sophis-
ticated problem solving skills. Yet scientific literacy is on
the decline as the 1980 NSF report to the White House
revealed. The findings show that the majority of stu-
dents today are dropping science and mathematics ear-
lier than in the past or taking fewer of those courSes.

An educated' citizenry, as Thomas Jefferson pointed
out, is a prerequisite for an effective democracy. Will
our democracy be in jeopardy if the education of its
citizenry does not include an adequate science back-
ground? The debate question on whether the average
citizen should serve on juries hearing cases of a technical
nature serves to highlight the concern regarding effec-
tive citizen participation in the democratic process.

Student Objectives

To recognize the importance of an educated citi-
zenry in a democracy.

To conduct a class debate and learn effective debat-
ing techniques.

Student Activities

Students will prepare for and conduct a debate using the
format outlined in the student booklet or another suit-
able type of debate format.
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Activity 3: TECHNOLOGY, CONSEQUENCES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Student Handout Two

Technological Innovation An Undesirable Effect New ResponSibilities for People Possible Soldtions

Tape Recorders Illegal copies of tapes are
reproduced and sold by
"tape pirates"

Weather modification such
as cloud seeding and
hurricane control

Hurricanes are diverted
from one's own country and
sent over another country
(perhaps to an unfriendly
neighbor?)

o

Automobiles Car exhaust fumes create
smog which cause !ung
diseases and even death

Computerized Banking Thieves who discover your
bang number draw money
out of your account

,

Afrplanes Terrorists skyjack airplane
for ransom

Plastics .

.

Production of plastics create
toxic waste products that
are difficult to safely
dispose.

0
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DEBATE QUESTIONS

The jury system should be abolished on cases
involving technical questions because the average
citizen is not qualified to make decisions on issues
requiring highly technical knowledge. Instead,
cases should be decided by panels of specialists
who have expertise in the areas of the case.

Have the students read the debate question and
allow them to select sides. There should be an equal
number of students on each side. Three students
are selected to serve as judges. However, if at all
possible, it is suggested that the three judges be
persons from outside the class. (This is a good
opportunity for school administrators or people in
the community to observe the class debating a
controversial topic.)
Each team will meet tO identify the major
arguments that support its position. They should
read the two articles (Reading 3 and Reading 4)
before they begin. The readings provide insight on
the question as well as cite the advantages and
disadvantages of the existing system. The number
of major arguments identified should equal the
number of members on the team. In this way, each
team member will have one argument to develop
for the debate. Two copies of the list of arguments
are made.

Each team exchanges a copy Of its arguments with
the other team. Team members then select an
argument from the team's own list and an argument
from the other team's list. Each debater is thus
responsible for preparing a presentation in support
of his/her position and a rebuttal to the other
team's argument.

Students should have approximately two days
(either in class or as a homework assignment) to do
some outside research and prepare their
presentations.
During the debate, one judge .will serve as the
presiding judge and one will serve as a timekeeper.
Although a three-minute speech has been
suggested, you may wish to extend or reduce the
time limit based on your experience and knowledge
about the students' level of interest and
capabilities.

Teams will alternate in presenting their arguments
and rebuttals until all the presentations are heard.
Judges will evaluate the debaters using a score sheet
similar to the one shown in the students' books.
Following the individual arguments, a member

. from each team will 'give a summation speech,
approximately 5 minutes in length, reiterating the
major issues addressed by the team.
The judges will then tally up their scores and
announce the decision.

It is important to devote some time to debrief the
debate. One type of debriefing strategy is to
proceed from a discussion of specific elements of
the debate (i.e., reasons why one team was more
effectiye, debating style, types of persuasive
techniques employed, facts used to support an
argument and so on) to the more global concepts
entertained during the debate. The questions at the
end of the activity offer some additional ideas for
discussion. The debriefing serves a number of
purposes:

It permits students to express their feelings
about the activity.
It serves to identify methods for improving the
debate.
It is an evaluation exercise.
Students can reflect on and further discuss
some of the ideas brought out during the
debate. During the heat of the debate, some
ideas may nor have been completely
investigated.

Comments and Suggestions

If your students have had little debating experience,
it will be useful to offer some pointers for effective
debating prior to the activity. One important
strategy that should be stressed is the use of
facts/evidence to support one's argument and the
logical development of that argument.
Each team should also have an opportunity to
practice its presentation before the actual debate.
Constructive criticism by team members will
improve performance. Moreover, this will be a
good way to make sure the arguments are not
redundant nor exceed the time limit.
If the class is large or if time is at a premium; the
number of arguments may be reduced in half. Half
the team will then be responsible for presenting the
team's argument while the other half will present
the rebuttals.
Since the judges do not activelyparticipate in the
debate preparations, they may be at a loss for
something to do. You may suggest that they do
some research on the judicial system and compile
some recommendations for its improvement. This
set of recommendations is presented at the end of
the debate for the class<to evaluate.
For the debate, classroom furniture should be
arranged in such a way that team Members are
seated together. This permits team members to
consult with one another as the debate progresses.
When opposing arguments are heard, a debater
may find the need to modify his/her presentation
by emphasizing certain ideas and minimizing
others. This arrangement will also make it easier
for the judges to identify and call upon debaters
from each team.
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Overview

This section examines five technologies and some of
their possible uses and application. Each topic is intro-
duced with readings, followed by a dilemma for class
discussion. Each dilemma raises concerns about the
wise use of the technology. While a technology is feasi-
ble from a scientific and technological standpoint, the
questions about whether or not it should be employed
must also be addressed. It is sodially acceptable? The
point to be made is not that the teanology is in any way
malevolent but that human ambition, greed and even
ignorance can lead to its abuse. Moreover, our modern
technology has .endowed us with once undreamed of
powers, capable of changing the evolutionary process
and even the very nature of human beings. The poten-
tial of new innovations offers important opportunities,
but the consequences and implications of the change
will need to be carefully examined. Some examples of
value conflicts in the form of dilemmas are presented to
stimulate students to think about societal issues arising,
from the various technologies.

The topics included in this section are
Mind and Mind Control Research
Genetic Engineering
Remote Sensing
Computers and Artificial Intelligence
Solar Power

Student Objectives

To increase students' awareness of societal issues
associated with the application of new technolo-
gies.
To challenge students to think critically about the
impact of technology on society; ,

To engage students in the discussion of moral/
ethical issues that interface science, technology and
society.

Student Activities

Have the students read the introductory articles be-
fare they meet to discuss the dilemma.
Follow the procedure for conducting dilemma dis-
cussions as outlinedmn pages 13 to 17 of this guide.

Comments and Suggestions

The dilemmas in this section follow no sequential
order and therefore may be presented in whatever
order you choose. Some teachers have found it de-
sirable to alternate dilemma discussions with other
ongoing classroom activities to provide a change of
pace.
Use your discretion in determining the amount of
time you wish to devote to a given discussion. Typi-
cally, one class period is sufficient time. However,
some issues evoke more controversy, and students
have continued the discussion over a period of days
and sometimes even into their other classes, hall-
ways or cafeteria. There may also be times when
students desire to do additional research or read-
ings on the topic and should be encouraged fo do
S 0 .
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Use of other discussion formats can provide some
diversity to the suggested discussion procedure.
The following are some ideas that have been suc-
cessfully employed and which students have found
enjoyable:

Assign the dilemma to be read for homework
and have the students respond to one of the
questions in writing. This procedure allows
time for the students to reflect on the issue and
organize some of their ideas before the discus-
sion.
Have each student interview a person outside
the class to obtain his/her restionse to the di-
lemma question. In this manner, additional
viewpoints on the issue can be presented in the
class discussion.
Dilemmas have served as the topic for a
"mock'' trial or class debate. These formats
often require additional research and more
tightly developed presentations.
Role play scripts have been developed from the
dilemmas and are an interesting way to present
the issues in conflict. Role play offers students
a good opportunity to more intimately take the
perspective of another person. As mentioned
in earlier sections of this guide, role taking is
an important element in cognitiVe and affec-
,tive development.
Have students write or enact a scenario depict-
ing the consequences of one and the other re-
sponse to the dilemma question. This strategy
encourages students to evaluatecthe different
implications of the situation. Students in this
activity will be answering for themselves the
"what if.. . .?" questions.

Videotape a class discussion and show it to
anl*her class. Have the students respond to the
comments made by the first class. This tech-
nique provides a good opening introduction to
stimulate discussion.
Have students write their own dilemmas on the -

same issues and present them for class discus-
sion. Writing a good dilemma that evokes
heightened controversy is a task that chal-
lenges their creativity and requires insightful'
introspection about the issues in conflict.

You will find that some dilemmas stimulate more
discussion while others appear not to evoke much
response. For the seemingly less controversiaLdi-
lemmas, a'Sking the main question in a slightly dif-
ferent way may help promote student reponses.
One,reason why some dilemmas appear to generate
less controversy is because students do not fully un-
derstand the nature of the issues in conflict. Some
issues may in fact be more sophisticated and are pot
comprehensible to students who are reasoning at
lower cognitive levels. Therefore, it is important to
first determine'that the students understand the di-
lemma before they begin their discussion. This can
be accomplished by asking a student to restate the
problem in hisher own words, then inquire if the
c)ther students agree with the interpretation.
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Activity 5: Technology acid Decision Making:
A Technoloiy Assessment Simulation

Overview

Government officials as well as the public have ack-
nowledged, in recent years, the important need to recog-
nize adverse effects of technologies before they become
widely instituted. How to avert potential catastrophies
and unpleasant side effects is a difficult challenge be-
cause there are so many unknowns. We would all wel-
come an accurate "crystal ball" which forecasts all
future effects! But given that "crystal balls" are beyond
our grasps, we have begun to develop methodologies for
evaluating potential impacts of technologies. Such eval-
uation techniques fall under the rubric of "technology
assessment." The purpose of technology assessment is
to provide decision makers and policy makers with a
broad information base to help them make wise judg-
ments. Technology assessment involves systematic gath-
ering of information using a variety of techniques,
input from experts from various disciplines, evaluating
different options and organizing the information in a
useful manner. The focus is not only on direct conse-
quences but on higher order consequences such as ef-
fects on people, social organizations, institutions and
the physical environment. In a sense, technology assess-
ment is a societal impact statement that examines how a
technology might influence social, legal, political, eco-
nomic and educational sectors. It provides data for deci-
sion making so that people can better select directions
for the future.

In this activity students will evaluate some future ac-..
tivities using some of the considerations that entertained
in the technology assessment process. Typically, the
techniques used include technological forecasting, cost
benefit and benefit risk analysis, system analysis, mod-
eling and other types of futures forecasting methodolo-
gies. Sua sophisticated assessments are time consuming
and are, naturally, well beyond the scope of high school
classes. While the technical aspects of assessment
methodologies are quite complex, students can at least
begin to identify and think about how a new technology
might influence, affect or change our existing society.
The intent of this simulation is thus to challenge stu-
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dents to search for possible impacts of a new technology
that may be unintended, indirect or delayed, producing
unpleasant side effects. Equally important is identify-
ing possible changes so that people can prepare to
make necessary adjustments or appropriate responses
to a new technology in order to obtain its- maximum
benefits.

Students will work in one of four interest groups and
assume the role perspective of that group. They then
select from a list of future technologies those which will
best promote the goals of their group. Using the tech-
nology assessment flow chart, they will examine cacti
technology and its impact on the areas listed. Based on
the assessment, the grouwwill select four to submit to
the World Review Court for finpl evaluation. 'To com-
plete the activity the students will write a scenario
describing a world of the future where the "court ap-'
proved" technologies have been instituted.

Materials

Handout 3, World Review Court Evaluation Sheet
Handout 4, Technology Assessment Worksheet

Student Objectives

To participate in a simulated decision making
activity.

To identify and evaluate technological impacts
from a broad societal and environmental per-
spective.

To projcct into the future and examine altermitive
options.

Student Activities

This simulation activity is divided into three parts:
Part I Group Preparation
Part 11 World Review Court Hearing
Part III Discussion of Results and Scenario of

the Future
Diagram 1 is a flow chart which describes the activity

sequence.
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DIAGRAM 1

SIMULATION PLAN

Part I

,

Students form 4 groups:
INOUSTRIAL WORKERS, GOVERNMENT

OFFICIALS, INOUSTRIALISTS, OR .
PRESERVATIONISTS

Each group reviews goals, studies
issues and selects 4 technologies

Each group assesses technologies
and prepares presentations

Part II

Class assumes roleof
World Review Court

to hear presentation of technologies

Court evaluates each technology and
approves or rejects

Part III

F
Individually or in small groups,

student writes a scenario of the future
which describes how the accepted

technologies have been applied, .
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STUDENT HANDOUT THREE

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET

What needs influence the

development of the

technology?

What are the components of

the technology?
.

Who will control the techn'ology

and who will benefit from it?

I Technology

Give an example of its use

4
First order consequence What is the intended effect(s)?

Second order consequences What effects are related to the technology?

i
Higher order consequences What broad changes will occur?

Impacts on Other Areas

Individual Health and

Safety

Family Life

Government and Laws

Commun4

34

Natural Resources

Waste Disposal

Workplace,

Business

Energy Needs

Environment

Industry
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figure 1: An Example
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Part I Group Pieparation

Students will work together in one of four grotfps:

industrial_workers,
government officials,
industrialists, or
preservationists

Based upon your understanding of the students, you
mai wish to randomly assign students to groups or
allow them to select their groups. However, the
groups should be evenly distributed.

Review the different steps of the simulation so that
everyone understands the purpose and task. Have the
students examine Diagram 1 which outlines the se-
quence of events. This is also a good opportunity to
review the completed example (Figure 1) so that stu-
dents' questions about the task can be answered be-
fore they begin. Each student should receive a copy of
Handout 3.

In their groups, students should first read Forty-One
Future Problems and An Agenda for the 1980's. The
readings point out areas of future concern and will
assist students in identifying technologies which may
help promote their goals.

Each group should begin NN ith a discussion of Its goals
so that all group members will share a common un-
derstanding. They should then cotiipile a list of issues
or "problems to be soh ed." This list thus serves as a
guide in helping the group identify technologies re-
lated to its goals.

Part 11 World Review Court Hearing

At the designated time the class will convene as the
World Rev iew Court. One student will serve ds the
presiding judge, responsible for mairdaming order
and caning upon presenters in tan. He or she should
also be assisted by a kit:keeper who ensures that the
presentation dot: not exceed the time limit..

The str.jents must now assume their role as World
Court Judges. Except for the time when they make
their presentations as representatives of an interest
group, they must take the role of impartial judges
who are responsible for the well-being of the world-
at-large. They will undoubtedly experience internal
conflict because they are promoting their own pro-
posal and at the same time must experience their ob-
jective judgment. In many respects, this is not unlike
situations encountered by members of Congress or
other elected officials who must respond to the spe-
cial needs of their constituency who elected them, as
well as consider national needs and policy. Try to im-
press upon the students the importance of their role
as judges and challenge them to stretch their critical
thinking abilities.
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From the list of FutureCTechnologies.the group mem-
bers will make their selection. Since the list is rather
lengthy, the 'members may wish to divide the list and
have different members study the various sections.
Since some, technologies will be discarded after the
assessment, a number greater than four should be se-
lected. A good strategy is to rank order those selected
in their order of importance and then evaluate each in
turn. When four technologies have been selected,
those items remaining need not be further considered.

The members may wish to conduct the assessment,
and fill in the worksheet as a group or individually.
There are advantages to both methods, and to a large
extent, the preference for one or other method may
depend upon the size of the group. However, having
several students provide input facilitates the develop--,
ment of more ideas.

After the assessments are completed and group mem-
bers have agreed upon the four (4) proposed technol-
ogies, each group develops a five (5) minute report
for each technology to be presented orally before the
World Review Court. This report is essentially an ar-
gument in support of the technology and should dem-
onstrate the beneficial changes that 'will result if the
technology were adopted. Information from the com-
pieted worksheets provide the basic concepts. which
are further elaborated upon in the report.
Allom, approximately two to three class periods
for the students to complete this portion of the
simulation.

Each studcin receives a copy of Handout 4, World
Pcwew Court Evaluation Sheet. On it are a list of-
"objections" which they should consult periodWally
during each presentation. On the reverse side 4-a ta:
ble for recording the results. It may be useful to re-
view with the class the list of objections and cite an
example for each objection. This win help the stu-,-
dents to better understand the meaning and implica-
tion of those objections.

The four interest groups will, in a rotating sequence,
present their technologies before the World Rdiew
Court. Following each report, the judges have an op-
portunity to cite an objection. Each objection must
be accompanied by an explanation as to whilhetecii:
nology is undesirable or potentially dangerous. The
Court aS a whole will then-vole on the acceptability of
tly objection. Technologies which receive two Objec-
tions-are-eliminated.

After all presentations are heard and evaluated, the
technologies meeting the Court's approval are an-
nounced by the presiding judge. The interest group
with the greatest number of technologies acceptbd is
declared the group that has successfully achieved its
stated goal.
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STUDENT HANDOUT FOUR
Page 1

WORLD REVIEW -COURT EVALUATION SHEET

Objections

The new technology will:

1 Violate individual freedom and freedom of choice
2 Cause irreparable damaging change to the environment of human life
3 Create overcrowding and widespread famine
4 Create large scale unemployment
5 Invade personal privacy
6 Produce dangerous waste products
7 Enable government to make more of our personal decisions
8 Prciduce conflict between nations and:increase likelihood of global warfare
9 Increase the gap between the rich and the poor nations

10 Drain nonrenewable natural resources
11 Create economic instability as a result of government overspending
12 - Increase sociaI-Unrest and conflict by widening the gap between the rich and poor
13 Increase competition among nations for scarce resources
14 Produce situations where people feel alienated, useless or a lack of control over

their own lives
15 Leads to "Big Brotherism" government increases the monitoring of its citizens
16 Reduces the value of human life and human dignity

Instructions:
4\

Record the title of the new technology
presented and the name of the group
sponsoring it. During the presentation,
you are to decide whether or not the tech-
nology will create/cause any of the objec-
tions listed above.

Try' to think of different ways in which
the technology might be used. Ask your-
self the questions: "What might happen if
the technology were used or controlled by
an unscrupulous person or group?",
"What might happen if it were used in
ways other than its intended purpose?",
or "Will it create unresolvable problems
for future generations?"

When the presenter is finished, you, as

judges, may in turn, cite an objection. Re-
cord the number of the objection in the
box next to the title. The entire panel of
judges will then vote on that objection:
'Yes if they agree with the objection, No

if they disagree with the objection. Re-
u) cord the number of Yes votes and No

votes. Other objections will be made and
voted upon in a similar manner. Do this
until all objections are heard. A technol-
ogy which produces two or more objec-
tions will be eliminated. Therefore, if the
judges agree upon two objections, it is
unnecessary to hear any additional objec-
tions. Proceed to the next technology un-
til all 16 technologies have been heard and
evaluated.
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Part III Discussion of Results and Scenario of the Future

As with the previous debate activity, some time
should be spent debriefing the simulation. The gen-
eral debriefing guidelines presented for that earlier
activity can be followed. Also, the discussion ques-
tions on page 112 in the student's booklet can provide
a starting point for discussing the results of the simu-
lation.

Following the simulation, the students will write a
scenario of the future describing a world where the
selected and approved technologies have been institu-
ted. The scenario may be,written individually or in
small groups as a homework assignment. In writing
the scenario, students will need to organize some of
their own ideas developed during the course of the
simulation and explore their thoughts about how the
various technologies might influence future events.
This writing activity challenges students to make pro-
jections about- future changes brought about by the
nev technologies and to include their personal com-
mentary about those changes. While they have been
evaluating technological impact throughout the simu-
lation, the scenario provides a format for students to
evaluate the final decisions they made.

In the scenario the students will answer the question
"How will the future be affected by the decisions we
made?" The technologies selected will be examined
from a broader prospective and in teims of how one
technology interacts with another. Scenario writing is,
in fact, a methodology used by future forecasters to
explain or explore a future forecast. 'By developing a
story or narrative around a series of possible events
or desired goals, one can begin to examine the com-
plex interactions of factors and variables of that situ-
ation. It Provides a flexible format for thewriter to

'consider possible changes, consequences, and interre-
lationships in a more holistic manner. In this particu-
lar scenario writing exercise, the students will be
making predictions about future changes and identify
ways in which society prepares for and responds to
those changes. This will enable students to gain addi-
tional insights about technology and change.

Comments and Suggestions

Thq list of "Technologicai Innovations" given con-
tains a number of technologies that are, of course,
unfamiliar to most people. Students will need to
learn more about the technologies and the uses.
Hence, allowing sufficient time for students' re-
search is important because the increased knowl-
edge will help to make the assessment task easier as

well as make the simulation more interesting. The
amount of time to be detoted to research is best
determined by you and your knowledge of the stu-,
dents' needs and interest.

We intentionally retained most of Herman Kahn's
list of."100 Technological Innovations Very Likely
in the Next Twenty Years" to, provide an overall
view of future possibilities entertained by a future
specialist. As a result, some of the items are very
specific while others are very general in nature.
Students will, therefore, beed to make their own
interpretations about .the scope of the innovation
and its forms. They will also need to apply their
judgment skills in selecting what they believe to be
more significant breakthroughs.
There are no prescribed dine limits for the group
meetings. However, a flexible schedule should be
established to provide students with a guideline of
tasks to be accomplished. For example:

Day 1: 1st group meeting

Based on what they learned from the readings,
students will identify problems that need to be
solved in order to attain the group's goals.

A preliminary list of technologies is selected for
investigation by the group members.

Day 2: Independent research by student

Day 3: 2nd group meeting

Students report their findings and select four (4)
for the technological assessment. Begin the techno-
logical assessment.

Day 4: 3rd group meeting

Continue technological assessment and complete.
Prepare reports for presentation to the World Re-
view Court.

(It may be advisable to leave some time interval
between the sc'leduled group meetings and the
World Review Court proceedings. Some groups
may need additional time and perhaps can com-
plete their tasks outside of class)

Day 5 and 6: World Review Court proceedings and de-
briefing of simulation.

Day 7: Scenario Writing

Day 8: Presentation of some of the student scenarios
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